Booklist and Reader’s Advisory, June 2021

Recently published architectural books and related works, selected by Barbara Opar, architecture librarian, Syracuse University Library.

NOTE: Links to purchasing information generally taken from amazon.com. Amazon will donate .5% of the price of your eligible AmazonSmile purchases to the Society of Architectural Historians whenever you shop on AmazonSmile using this link.

Reader’s Advisory
Juneteenth and Architecture: See Juneteenth and the Villa that Became a Legend

Art & Architecture in terms of modernism: See The Close Relationship Between Art and Architecture in Modernism


Hashim Sarkis Interview: See "Architecture is a Medium that Can Make a Difference": In Conversation with Hashim Sarkis at the 2021 Venice Architecture Biennale

Urban Inequality in South Africa: See Divided: Urban Inequality in South Africa

Architecture League Prize: See Winners of the 2021 Architectural League Prize for Young Architects + Designers Announced

Mendes Da Rocha in Memorian: See Paulo Mendes da Rocha Passes Away at 92

Booklist:
Architects


Architecture, Ancient


Architecture, Byzantine


Architecture, Islamic


Architecture – Canada


Architecture – Caribbean Islands

Architecture – Germany


Architecture – India


Architecture – Israel


Architecture – Sweden


Architecture – United States


Architectural Design


Architectural Practice


Architectural Theory


Building Technology


Building Types


Historic Preservation


Landscape Architecture


Masterworks


Urban Design
